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1. Foreword
Welcome to UK Power Networks’ Innovation Strategy.
Across Great Britain, the distribution of electricity is an essential service for customers. It is the hidden
lifeblood of the economy. Our role as a distribution network operator in this is clear, as we serve over eight
million customers by delivering electricity and network services across regions responsible for 41 per cent
of the UK’s gross value added (GVA), a measure of economic activity. Innovation is becoming an ever more
important part of the business of running the GB distribution networks.
New technologies such as power electronics, modern sensor and control systems, and data analytics are
revolutionising the way that we distribute electricity. We have seen first-hand how our customers, motivated
by efficiencies, new technologies, and government policies can drive radical changes on our networks, such
as the sudden and widespread connection of renewable generation to our networks for example: Great
Britain has connected over 28GW of Distributed Generation to the distribution networks, 4 years ahead
of the industry forecasts, which is evidence on how innovation has delivered unprecedented growth.
The connection of this low carbon generation, combined with new technology such as storage, means
distribution networks must be more flexible to cope with the bi-directional powerflow requirements and
development of new skills to benefit fully from new markets and data availability. Ultimately this means we
must transition from being a Distribution Network Operator (DNO) to a Distribution System Operator (DSO),
providing more active, market-focused services to our customers.
We innovate in order to make our service more reliable, more affordable, easier, cleaner and safer. To this
affect, we committed to over £141 million of savings to our customers through innovation in our RIIO-ED1
business plan, and we are on track to deliver those savings in the period.
Innovation provides us the flexibility to respond better, faster, or more cost-efficiently to the potentially
changing requirements of our customers, both today and tomorrow.
Our refreshed innovation strategy comes at a time when the opportunities and the challenges facing
electricity distribution have never been greater. Our strategy sets out why we innovate, how we develop and
deliver our innovation programme, how we ensure that innovation delivers value to all our stakeholders, and
the innovation outcomes which customers will see delivered during the RIIO-ED1 price control period.
This is very much a document for all stakeholders, all of whom will have a valuable perception of our appetite
for change and attitude towards innovation, based on your existing day-to-day interactions with us. This
document provides our potential partners and collaborators in innovation with a clear view of how to engage
with us and what to expect when developing innovative ideas for the electricity distribution industry.
Regardless of background, we trust that this document provides you with a clear view of our innovation
strategy and how we use innovation to deliver value to our customers and stakeholders.
We encourage you to provide us feedback – through our innovation email
(innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk), or any of the other avenues described in this document – to give us
your ideas and continue to challenge us. We have explicitly given ourselves the challenge of being the most
innovative DNO in Great Britain – hold us to it!
Suleman Alli
Director of Safety, Strategy and Support Services
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2. Introduction
This document sets out UK Power Networks’ Innovation Strategy: How innovation fits into the overall corporate
vision and why/how we innovate. We advise how our customers benefit, the areas of focus for innovation and
what our customers and stakeholders should expect from us during the RIIO-ED1 price control period.
This innovation strategy demonstrates that we are exploring levers at all stages:
•• From continuous improvement to revolutionary change in the service we deliver to customers; and
•• Trialling and rolling out new forms of flexibility within our network, ensuring that we build and operate
smarter, more-capable, reliable networks as a more cost-effective alternative to traditional
disruptive reinforcement.
This is very much a document for all our stakeholders, and we welcome feedback on and contribution to
innovation at UK Power Networks. This document aims to increase visibility of our focus and provide a means
and method to expand collaboration with our innovation stakeholders and partners.
This document also maintains our commitment to Ofgem to publish, review, and update our innovation strategy
for all our stakeholders’ benefit. To ensure the Innovation Strategy remains current, UK Power Networks will
review and update this document every two years.
Please get in touch via email at: innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk, or see section 6.2 for more information
about how to engage with us.

2.1 Corporate Vision

AN EMPLOYER
OF CHOICE

The safest
A place where people love
to come to work

A RESPECTED
CORPORATE
CITIZEN

Most reliable
Most satisfied customers
Most innovative
Deliver on our
commitments

SUSTAINABLY
COST EFFICIENT

Delivering the outputs
at the lowest cost to
customers

Best in class performing DNO Group between 2015/16 and 2018/19
Our innovation strategy is subordinate to our corporate vision, which underpins our mission and provides clarity
of purpose. A key success indicator in delivering our vision is to be classed as the “Most Innovative DNO”; as
such it is core to how we do business.
A successful innovation programme will support all three elements of our corporate vision; for example,
innovation is a central component of our strategy continuing to be the lowest cost electricity distributor.
However, innovation is broader than only cost efficiency and we believe that our commitment to continuous
improvement and dynamism through innovation is what our customers should expect from a DNO.
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2.2 What is innovation?
Innovation can have many definitions and interpretations depending on the context and the user. At UK Power
Networks, we define Innovation as:
The development and implementation of any approach which enables us to achieve our objectives faster, more
affordably, safer, or to a higher standard, and which uses methods unconventional in the context of our business.
More simply put, “To innovate is to be an Architect and/or Pioneer”
Our industry is facing rapid and extensive change and thus innovation is the critical tool with which UK Power
Networks must respond. We will only meet our vision of being the best performing DNO group in Great Britain
between 2015/16 and 2018/19 by applying innovative thinking.
Below we set out some important traits of innovation that shape our strategy and how we deliver innovation:
•• Innovation occurs throughout our business on a day-to-day basis. It is wider than those activities benefiting
from innovation funding or those delivered by our central innovation team. We look at best practice and
opportunities across our business, from other DNOs and across the world;

RE

SP

EC

EN

ARCHITECT
&
PIONEER

TED

CO R P O R AT

IT
EC

IZ

•• Innovation is more than research and development (R&D), i.e. solutions at a low technology readiness level;
many innovative ideas may be highly practical and involve existing technology, but it is the activity or the
scale to which we apply them that creates greater opportunities;
•• Innovation involves taking higher risks in order to achieve improvements in performance. This is managed
carefully and accordingly is reflected in our rigorous approach to the selection, delivery, and governance of
innovation projects. However, this also means that we must recognise that some innovation will ‘fail’, i.e. not
proceed into business as usual. We focus on capturing the learning from such projects and believe that the
greater failure would be to always accept the status quo;
All projects are unique, involve some level of ambiguity and will involve some level of change for the
business and stakeholders. However innovation is not the same as change, as not all change projects apply
unconventional techniques or accept the risk of challenging accepted practices in order to deliver value – both
of which characterise innovation;
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•• Many improvements are achieved by smaller step-by-step improvements as such innovation does not always
have to involve revolutionary change. At UK Power Networks we include in our portfolio both:
•• Incremental innovation – continuous evaluation to achieve gradual improvements of our business efficiency, for
example by using small remote-controlled helicopters to carry out overhead line inspections; and
•• Disruptive or transformational innovation – redefining the way we run our business or network, such as
offering entirely new, flexible connection solutions for our distributed generation customers.
•• Our innovation approach covers contacting and serving customers, our health and safety culture, the way that
we approach major purchases and not restricted to ideas rooted in engineering.

2.3 Why do we innovate?
MOST INNOVATIVE DNO

EFFICIENT
&
EFFECTIVE

Delivering high
performance today
through innovation
and the benchmark
for best practice.

A future-ready
distribution business
providing new services,
which meet the needs of
tomorrow’s customers

FUTURE
READY

Consistently credited as
an active facilitator of,
and not an obstacle to,
the low carbon
transition

LOW
CARBON
READY
OBJECTIVES
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OBJECTIVES

Deliver good business value – by
maximising the smart savings we deliver
and ensuring we have a strong conversion
rate for transitioning innovative solutions into
business as usual.

Facilitate a low carbon system – by
improving network access through
reducing time and cost to connect low
carbon load, generation, and storage
technologies.

Deliver measurable social,
environmental and safety benefits
through our innovation projects –
including CI, CML, carbon emissions and
safety performance.

Be recognised as a collaborative,
thought leader in innovation
– evidenced by the number of
opportunities we have created
for dissemination, the number
of innovation projects delivered
jointly with our peer DNOs, external
recognition achieved, and our industry
working group involvement.
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Demonstrate expertise in
identifying and delivering the right
solutions – by winning the largest
proportion of NIC funds and the most
Successful Delivery Rewards (SDRs)
amongst all GB DNOs in the RIIO-ED1
period.
Be the benchmark for innovation
and best practice – by leading trails
on DSO capabilities to ensure safe,
reliable and cost effective networks.

3. Our customers – How you benefit
We are committed to becoming the most innovative DNO in Great Britain and we do so because we firmly
believe that innovation is key to delivering the best service and best value for our customers. This is the
primary influence for each element of our innovation strategy.
Our customers and stakeholders will benefit through:
•• A safer, more reliable and cost-efficient supply:
-- Delivery of our committed outputs in our RIIO-ED1 plan at the lowest cost to customers. We are currently
the lowest cost DNO to our domestic customers;
-- Improving safety and reliability of the network by reducing interruptions and durations through
automation, modern monitoring and control techniques;
-- Delivering great service to our customers through investment in simple digital interaction platforms and
wide choice service offerings;
•• A network ready for your low carbon technologies:
-- Developing and deploying innovative solutions to ensure we keep down the costs to connect;
-- Reducing time to connect by developing Time of Use (ToU) and flexible service offerings;
-- Provision of information to allow customers to make an informed choice.
•• A future ready network:
-- Which delivers whole system optimisation
-- Which facilitates provision of system services from Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to provide
customers new revenue streams
Examples of benefits we have already delivered to our customers, please refer to section 10 case studies.
To ensure we have a balanced portfolio, and customers benefit from reduced costs through RIIO-ED1 and
beyond, we package projects into three swim lanes:
•• Long term R&D to test, learn and adapt research solutions into deployable ready benefits;
•• Medium term readiness to deploy following the project completion; and
•• Immediate term business as usual funded innovation which deliver benefits in the short term.
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4. Who are we?
4.1 What do we do?
Delivering electricity to 18 million people
UK Power Networks owns, operates and manages three of the 14 regulated electricity distribution networks in
Great Britain. Our networks deliver electricity to 18 million people (8.2 million homes and businesses) 28% of
the United Kingdom’s population.
We are purely a network operator. We do not generate or buy electricity, nor do we sell it to customers.
Our three regulated networks are:
•• Eastern Power Networks Plc, serving North London and East Anglia
•• London Power Networks Plc, serving inner London
•• South Eastern Power Networks Plc, serving South London, Kent, East Sussex and parts of West Sussex

Our responsibility is to ‘keep the lights on’ for the customers connected to our network. We:
•• Maintain the safety and reliability of our electricity networks
•• Efficiently connect new customers to our electricity networks including power generation
•• Restore supply as quickly as possible to customers who experience an interruption
•• Innovate to continually improve efficiency and the service we provide to our customers
•• Facilitate a low-carbon environment by investing in assets, processes and initiatives that enable low carbon
technology to be connected to our network
•• Extend and upgrade the network to meet our customers’ future needs

UK Power Networks Services
Through our unregulated business, UK Power Networks Services, we deliver and manage high voltage electrical
and multi-utility networks for owners of major infrastructure. Our portfolio for this part of our business includes
a range of high profile clients from both the public and private sector including London’s four main airports, High
Speed1, Network Rail, London Underground, Docklands Light Railway and Canary Wharf.
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4.2 Where we operate
The area we serve covers more than 29,250
square kilometres from Cromer in the east to
Brighton on the south coast.
• Norwich

• Peterborough

• Cambridge

London

• Bury St Edmund’s
• Ipswich

London Power Networks

• Colchester

• Stevenage

We look after the electricity network
for inner London, with responsibility
for delivering power to iconic buildings
and businesses as well as high profile
international events throught the year.

• London
• Maidstone
• Crawley

South East
South Eastern Power Networks
We look after the electricity network
for inner London, with responsibility
for delivering power to iconic buildings
and businesses as well as high profile
international events throught the year.

• Worthing

• Tunbridge Wells

• Eastbourne

East
Eastern Power Networks
We deliver power to North London and East
Anglia, encompassing a diverse range of urban
and rural areas as well as a huge coastline.

Energy distributed

Total length of overhead Peak demand
(46,133 km) and
underground (140,878 km)
network

Number of people served

79,577 GWh

187,011 km

18 million

14,878 MW
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5. Our focus
At UK Power Networks, we understand we need to ready our business for significant future change; this
change will bring about several challenges to our existing business model. Below we identify the focus
areas as noted in section 2.3 and the associated challenges forecasted.

MOST INNOVATIVE DNO

EFFICIENT
&
EFFECTIVE

Delivering high
performance today
through innovation
and the benchmark
for best practice

A future-ready
distribution business
providing new services,
which meet the needs of
tomorrow’s customers

Efficient & Effective
Challenge Areas:
•• Customer interruptions and
minutes lost reduction
•• Deliver RIIO outputs at lowest
cost E.g. Capital delivery
efficiencies, Operational
efficiencies
•• Customer satisfaction score
increase to 9/10
•• Delivery of environmental and
social obligations
•• Increased safety performance

FUTURE
READY

Future Ready
Challenge Areas:
Consistently credited as
an active facilitator of,
and not an obstacle to,
the low carbon
transition

LOW
CARBON
READY

•• Reduced cost and time
to connect
•• Maximise HV network
utilisation
•• LV Network resilience
– visibility, Control and
monitoring

Low Carbon Challenge Areas:
•• Provision of Services for Distributed
Energy Resources
•• Whole system optimisation
•• Transmission and Distribution interface

Detail on individual projects can be found on our innovation website at:
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk
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The focus:

The focus:

The focus:

The focus:

The Challenge:
Maximising utilisation
of the network

The Challenge:
LV network visibility

The Challenge:
Reliable dynamic
network

The Challenge:
Ambitious low carbon
transition targets

The Response:
Powerful - CB - Power
Electronic fault limiting
CB

The Response:
•	UPS London Fleet
electrification

Effective network

The Response:
Maximising existing
capacity
•	Real time
Transformer Ratings
•	Demand Side
Response

Efficient network

The Response:
Network visibility
and control
•	Integrated LV control
Project – develop and
go-live with a live LV
control diagram for
all three networks

•	Losses Management

•	Targeted rollout of
secondary substation
monitoring (RTUs)
providing visibility,
control and signals
required

•	Power flow
monitoring

•	Smart Urban LV
Network

•	Flexible Urban
Networks
•	Kent Active System
Management

Future readiness

•	Domestic Energy
Storage & Control
•	Smarter Network
Storage operational
experience
•	Transmission
Distribution Interface
2.0

Low carbon ready

•	TFL Electric Buses
smart solutions
•	London Taxi fleet
electricfication smart
solutions
•	Time of use
connections
•	Energywise
•	More active network
management – load

A more flexible and agile energy system – Future ready
The traditional model for electricity generation is set to change. In the future, everyone will have the potential
to be both a producer and a consumer. Wind turbines, solar panels, electric vehicles and other low carbon
technologies will be within the reach of consumers.
Houses will be fully connected and enabled for smart appliances, smart meters, storage and control. Advances
in electricity storage also mean that batteries can be connected to the network and charge during the day, with
the stored electricity used in the evening. This allows households to avoid paying peak-demand electricity prices.
We also expect to see the increase of peer-to-peer electricity trading, which means generators and consumers
can trade directly with each other.
We forecast a future hybrid environment where a multi-faceted community of power will thrive. Through our
innovation programme we are taking an active role in developing new approaches to managing capacity and
flows within the network. New intelligent storage facilities, smart management of demand side response and
smart grid technologies are high on our innovation agenda. In cooperation with a range of partners we are
working to enable low carbon generators to enter the energy market. As energy exchanges become more
localised, distribution network operators like us are likely to evolve into distribution system operators to ensure
the system is properly coordinated to deliver secure and affordable electricity supply.
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Distributed generation – Low carbon ready
Distributed generation is medium to small scale generation technology that connects to the distribution network, closer
to the consumers of electricity. The deployment of this type of technology, such as wind and solar, is increasing at a fast
pace. UK Power Networks has a large direct generation infrastructure, we need to take full advantage of this infrastructure
to maximise the services these generators are able to supply the network.

Connected technology and microgeneration – Future ready
Many homes will be equipped with smart appliances such as smart heating and lighting systems. They can be connected
to smart electric meters and save energy by shifting electricity usage to off-peak hours. Some homes will also have
microgeneration and micro storage. The combination of domestic storage with self-generation allows customers to store
surplus power, and then use it at peak times in order to reduce bills. Finally, peer-to-peer trading, which allows consumers
to trade with each other and share energy at a local level, will play a bigger role in the industry.

Utility scale storage – Low Carbon and Future ready
The interest in electricity storage is increasing due to the need for greater system flexibility. Storage has the potential
to be used for a range of applications, such as reducing the need to reinforce the network, balancing supply and demand,
and storing renewable energy such as solar to use at peak time. All of these applications will deliver value to customers.
The opportunities for storage are vast, please refer to our Smarter Network Storage project on our Innovation website,
which demonstrates stacking services from storage.

Two way transfer of energy and information – Future ready
The distribution network must be more flexible and able to cope with two-way power flows resulting from communities
not only consuming power from the grid, but also supplying power back to it as co-producers. In the future, a combination
of substation monitoring installed on our network, combined with smart meters, smart appliances, and analytics will help
us to ensure that the network stays within safe limits, and that we continue to provide a reliable power supply, as well as
cheaper and quicker connections for our customers.

Electrification of transport – Low carbon ready
We are also seeing growth in electric vehicles, which will lead to increased peak demand on the network. We forecast the
electrification of transport will manifest in three areas:
•• Electrification of commercial fleet
•• Charging Network Operators
•• Domestic charging
Key to our strategy is to ready our business to support the uptake of low carbon technologies; this is evident in our project
selection as demonstrated in section 5.

Reliable dynamic network – Effective networks
We forecast a future hybrid environment where a multi-faceted community of power will thrive, as such DNOs must
deploy active network management systems to manage the network of the future. However, when deploying these
automated systems, the reliability of the network should not be reduced. UK Power Networks currently operates the
largest active network management system in Great Britain and has recently collaborated with National Grid on the Kent
Active System Management and TDI 2.0 innovation projects to ensure a holistic transmission and distribution interface is
managed in an active and autonomous manner.

Enabling the DSO transition – Future ready
The challenges we have set out above amount to a radical change from the current business model, and point to a future in
which the services and performance which customers expect require us to transition from being DNOs to becoming DSOs.
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Historically, a DNO builds infrastructure in response to growth in maximum or peak demand. A DNO is a neutral
facilitator for network customers and does not seek to influence demand and generation. DNOs have introduced
flexibility programmes into their businesses, though only to the extent that it supports existing regulatory
priorities (such as reducing supply interruptions and the risk of asset failure).
By contrast, a DSO has access to a portfolio of responsive demand, storage and controllable generation assets
that can be used to actively contribute to both distribution network and wider system operation. A DSO builds
and operates a flexible network with the ability to control load flows on its network and coordinates this with
the Transmission System Operator (TSO) to manage and optimise an increasingly dynamic system.
The combination of a highly flexible, coordinated network and access to demand, generation, and storage
flexibility allows the DSO to contribute to the emerging challenge of operating an active, low carbon system.
The DSO may do this through developing and providing active services that don’t just benefit the operation of
the distribution network, but are optimised to deliver benefits across the whole electricity system. For example,
the DSO may operate flexible assets such as electricity storage in order to serve distribution capacity and
system balancing constraints in a coordinated manner.
A further, significant factor in this transition will be the impact of wider flexibility markets on the distribution
network. From changes in the balancing mechanism and the introduction of the capacity market to reducing
system inertia and the evolving TSO response and reserve programmes, the wider electricity markets are
changing how distribution-connected customers use our network. We recognise that these changes will
require a business model based on more active participation in the wider market.
Whilst the exact nature and timeline of this change is being debated by government and the industry, it is clear
that a more active form of distribution network operator is required to meet our low carbon customers’ needs
and our national decarbonisation targets. Innovation at UK Power Networks has specifically recognised the need
for a DSO future and our portfolio continues to identify, develop, and demonstrate the capabilities and services
that will benefit our customers. The figure below outlines key projects in our portfolio that are contributing to
this journey.

Real-Time
Contingency
Analysis, and active
network control

Planning

Automated
Planning
Scenarios

Static Network
Analysis

Traditional
DNO

Real-Time
Contingency
Analysis

Control/
Network
operations

Multiple
Manual Planning
Scenarios

Historic

Flexible
Connections

Real-Time
Contingency
Analysis, active
network control and
system balancing

KASM

TDI 2.0
RIIO-ED1
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LV network visibility and control – Effective network
As noted above, UK Power Networks forecasts a substantial load growth as a direct result of transportation
electrification, a large proportion of the charger network operator and domestic charging will be connected to
the LV network. To this extent LV network visibility and control is paramount to the readiness for the load uptake,
whilst retaining and improving network reliability. The revised forecast of this LV load profile is faster than initial
projections, mainly driven by increased incentives and subsidies for electric vehicles, this is specifically driven by
air quality targets. UK Power Networks’ innovation team operate several projects in this space as noted above.

Existing network capacity optimisation – Efficient network
Our existing network has spare capacity, however it may not be in the most suitable geographical area, as such
UK Power Networks has commissioned several innovation projects as noted in section 5 which are aimed at
releasing capacity from existing networks. Examples of these releases utilising our assets to their full
potential include:
•• Transformers via real time monitoring influencing the ratings of a power transformer at any given time;
•• Meshing networks by means of power electronics, which reduces many of the inherent challenges
of running networks closed, and reducing losses which releases capacity in existing assets

+

Utility scale storage

+
+

Distributed generation

+

+
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Connected technology
and micro generation

Two-way transfer of
energy and information

Power supply from
the National Grid

6. How we innovate
6.1 High level approach
The role of innovation at UK Power Networks can be characterised in a number of simple steps that both deliver
innovation projects and benefits and also foster an environment in which innovation can thrive.
Governance
Set
innovation
strategy,
aligned to
the Business
Vision

Build an
Generate and
innovative
prioritise
organisation
innovation
& collaborative
ideas
culture

“Safe Hands”Delivery of
innovation
projects

Learning and
Project closure,
knowledge
handover and
Dissemination support

Benefit
realisation,
tracking

Communication and Engagement
•• Set our innovation strategy – developing an innovation strategy that establishes the foundation for our
business to proactively seek innovative solutions to our challenges. The innovation strategy acknowledges
our confidence in the role of innovation and provides clear vision and focus on the need to innovate. It plainly
states our objectives, the benefits we wish to accrue to customers, the measure of performance, and the
approach we take to get from idea to realisation.
•• Facilitate a culture of innovation – a core aspect of nurturing an atmosphere of innovation in our business is
the extent to which we establish a climate and culture of innovation with our employees. It is our view that
in order for innovation to be fully explored there must be an appreciation of the benefits across the spectrum
of the company – from leadership to delivery teams throughout the business. Our leadership has a clear vision
communicated consistently across the business, which breeds this culture in UK Power Networks.
•• Generate and prioritise innovation ideas – we have a defined approach to ensure a rich stream of ideas and
a consistent approach to reviewing and considering which to pursue. This includes a combination of internal
and external stakeholder engagement to capture challenges and solutions from diverse sources. Please see
section 6.2 for more details on how we source our innovation ideas.
•• Deliver innovation projects – we have a proven track record of identifying and delivering successful
innovation projects from concept, through to delivery and transfer into business as usual. This is enabled by
a rigorous and structured approach to portfolio management which begins with the process of evaluating
and assessing ideas, further supported by a governance process that enables the effective and efficient
exploration and execution of project ideas. The process involves a rigorous project management focus that
ensures successful delivery of innovation projects. This covers aspects such as best project management
practice, budgeting, planning, reporting and the essential checks and balances provided by procurement, legal,
regulation, other internal experts and leadership teams. The governance process is structured to ensure the
project is successful and delivers value for money in alignment with our innovation strategy.
•• Knowledge dissemination – knowledge dissemination is integral to how we innovate. Innovation is only
successful when we can communicate the lessons learned and apply them to our operations. As such, we
are careful to require learning dissemination from the beginning, as part of the design and development of
our innovation projects. For example, our projects are communicated throughout UK Power Networks through
learning events such as learning lunches, webinars, team briefs, and internal updates. Furthermore, as these
benefits are scalable across DNOs we also engage with other DNOs to share learning – directly through drop
in sessions, our public stakeholder and dissemination events, and more generally through the annual LCNI
conference and the Smarter Networks Portal.
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•• Transfer to BAU – this goes hand in hand with our learning dissemination strategy and has more recently
been bolstered by the creation of a dedicated team within UK Power Networks whose role it is to execute and
scale trialled and tested innovative solutions – the Smart Grids Development team.
•• Benefits realisation – to ensure reduced costs and ultimate end customer savings, we will track and report on
the benefits innovation projects deliver and continue to deliver throughout the regulatory period.

6.2 Sourcing innovation ideas
We have a structured approach to ensure a flowing stream of ideas and a consistent approach to reviewing and
considering which ideas to pursue. We believe that innovation is not fostered in a bubble but thrives with the
support of a network of ideas, influences, challenges and transparency. We advocate an open door policy for
internal and external innovation ideas.
We work closely with teams across UK Power Networks to develop innovation ideas born out of hands-on
expertise and experience, the most current challenges facing the business, and what our customers are telling
us they want from our service.
We also publish our challenges and opportunities as we see them to source innovative solutions from the
market. UK Power Networks is an active contributor to The Institution of Engineering and Technology, CIRED,
Energy Networks Association (ENA) working groups, the Green Construction Group, the ENA Collaborative Energy
Programme (CEP), the Energy Innovation Centre, and the Power Networks Demonstration Centre.
We particularly look to build our innovation ideas and projects in collaboration with other DNOs, partners,
academics, and customers, taking into account their existing ideas and experience.
Throughout the process we maintain focus on ensuring that the ideas we pursue must be credible, focused on
benefits, resolving pertinent challenge/issues, improving quality of service to customers, and in line with our
innovation strategy. This section outlines in more detail our approach of sourcing ideas from within and outside
of our business.

6.2.1 Ideas from within UK Power Networks
UK Power Networks encourages a culture of innovation and actively works to gather, assess and prioritise
innovative ideas from all areas of our business. Our dedicated innovation team explore innovative ideas and
administer the flexible funding governed by Ofgem; also importantly, they support and drive innovation
throughout our business.
Ideas can stem from an informal conversation or are captured through more formal means via our
innovation website.
Key elements of our strategy include:
•• Innovation leads are nominated within key teams throughout the business and provide a ‘grassroots’ focus
and innovation culture;
•• Members of the innovation and smart grid delivery teams sit on our design reviews, governance bodies,
steering and policy boards in order to include innovation in our day-to-day decisions steps;
•• We hold a fortnightly innovation steering group, chaired by the Head of Innovation, where innovation ideas
are presented as soon as they are ready and/or relevant; and
•• We run formal calls for ideas internally on an annual basis to develop a complete picture of opportunities
in the business. This supports our prioritisation and portfolio planning activities.
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We maintain an innovation ideas register which is available internally upon request for review, comment and additions.

6.2.2 Ideas from outside UK Power Networks
We place great value in coordinating with external stakeholders to develop our innovation programme. We have
a strong track record of collaborative innovation with our stakeholders, including: our customers, large to small
scale manufacturers, academia, specialist advisers, community organisations, suppliers, the TSO and other DNOs.
Our innovation team commits the time to review, understand, and incorporate ideas from our peers, from
DNOs, other utilities across the globe, and third parties from entirely separate industries that can provide new
innovation opportunities for our business.

6.2.3 If you want to get in touch about innovation
This section will provide you, our stakeholders, with an understanding of how you can get in contact with the
innovation team at UK Power Networks and how we will work with you to review and develop an innovation
opportunity regarding our business and electricity distribution.
If you want to register an idea, however big or small, we will review and develop the idea within the innovation
team. You could help aid the low carbon transition, contribute to our social obligations or increase the reliability
of our networks.
If you have an idea:
•• First, reviewing previous innovation projects can provide an idea of the wide range of our innovation activities
and work to date. They can be found on the UK Power Networks innovation website, to ensure the idea is
not covered already. In addition to maintaining our own portal, the ENA maintain a list of innovation projects
across the industry.
•• Second, review our register of problem statements available on our innovation website. If you can help with
any of these problems, UK Power Networks welcomes your ideas. In addition to problem statements, the
Energy Innovation Centre also maintains a list of current projects open to collaboration. If you or your company
have the right skill set to deliver some of these solutions, then please get in touch. The list of collaboration
projects can be found here.
How to get in touch:
•• Visit us online – You can register your idea by contacting us on our innovation website.
We assess the potential opportunity in your idea and will begin our review and contact
you to respond to your query. Our detailed prioritisation framework, introduced in this
strategy is administered by the innovation team. The proposals are considered up to
a senior management level and feedback will typically be sought from experts from
across UK Power Networks. http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/
•• Join our Critical Friends panels – The innovation team attends the Critical Friends
stakeholder engagement panels. Here stakeholders have the opportunity to challenge
our way of thinking and tell us their ideas. Further information can be found on the UK
Power Networks main website; http://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk
•• Register with the EIC – UK Power Networks is a member of the Energy Innovation Centre
central communication hub and could accelerate your idea, supplying direct connections
within the industry. The Energy Innovation Centre hosts a ‘call for innovation’ page.
It can be found here; http://energyinnovationcentre.com/innovation/innovation-calls/
•• Visit us at the Low Carbon Networks and Innovation Conference – We attend the annual
Low Carbon Networks and Innovation Conference (LCNI). Come and contact us on our stand
or hear about our innovation projects, problem statements and focus areas; and
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•• Join our Stakeholder communication list – watch out for our periodic calls for innovation
and published lists of ‘problem statements’. We develop and review these on a regular basis
to articulate the challenges and opportunities for innovation in our business – as we see
them – and to coordinate with external stakeholders working towards solutions.
The innovation team aims to reduce risk and uncertainty of proposals and increase adoption of smarter methods.
If in doubt about the innovative nature of your idea do not hesitate to register it via any of the mechanisms
noted in this section.

6.2.4 How we register and develop ideas
Once your idea is submitted via any of the methods noted above, it is registered on our database. Our bid and
opportunities lead will then review your idea as per the prioritisation principles process noted in section 6.3.1 of
this document. Should the idea not achieve Level 1 or 2 criteria, the person or organisation that was the source
of the idea will be given constructive feedback on what criteria it did not meet.
Should the idea align with level 1 and 2 criteria, a kick off meeting will be arranged to discuss further and
to prepare documentation for the innovation steering group.
It is important to note:
•• We are open to proposals from all sources;
•• The proposal will be assessed in a formal manner, with three main development gate stages; and
•• Any innovation must benefit the business and end consumers in a direct measurable way.
The UK Power Networks innovation team will be flexible and pragmatic when considering innovative proposals.
We will commit to milestones to drive the assessment of each innovation idea forward.
Note that during open calls for innovation, proposals may go through a slightly expanded process for
consideration due to the volume of ideas submitted at the same time.
We recognise that some projects will require a formal confidentiality agreement and this will be considered
on a case-by-case basis.

6.2.5 Our commitment
Whilst we cannot guarantee that a project idea will be taken forward, we will commit to providing feedback.
The information provided to UK Power Networks will be treated as confidential and will not be shared with any
third party unless approval to do so has been given. Our detailed prioritisation framework, introduced in this
strategy is administered by the innovation team. The proposals are considered up to a senior management level
and feedback will typically be sought from experts from across UK Power Networks.

6.3 Portfolio prioritisation and selection
6.3.1 Prioritisation principles
We want to ensure we have a balanced portfolio, and one that targets innovation investment against different
business areas and is best positioned to deliver benefits. To achieve that we have a structured prioritisation
framework in place.
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Our prioritisation framework provides the mechanism by which we choose which solutions to pursue, which solutions
to wait for further development, and how much resource should be allocated.
The three level 1 fundamental principles that define our prioritisation framework are, in no particular order: expected
benefits, business fit, and effort to make ready.

Idea priorisation

Categorisation by function

Level 1 filter
1.

Expected benefits
– Magnitude
– Category

2.

Business fit
–	Corporate priority
alignment
– Urgency of the need
–	Time to accrue
benefits

Idea

3.

Effort to make ready
–	Maturity of
technology TRL
– Solution complexity

Feedback to source

• Network operational improvements
• Visibility and control of 11kV and LV
networks
• Technical solutions which release capacity
at HV/EHV
• Commercial solutions for easier customer
access to network
• Asset condition monitoring and
management
• Network flexibility, smart improvements
• Customer service improvements

Categorisation by RIIO output

Idea kick-off
meeting, prepare
for Governance

• Safety
• Capital efficiency
• Reliability and availabiity
• Operational efficiency
• Connections
• Driving sustainable networks
• Customer satisfaction
• Environment
• Social obligations

Feedback to source

Expected benefits:
•• The magnitude of potential benefits – this is the crucial, outcome-oriented measure of the value of pursuing
innovation activity. We consider both the net benefit ‘per scheme’ and also the scale of deployment (i.e. applicable
activity or deployment volumes);
•• The type of potential benefits – for the purposes of prioritisation, we consider the balance of our portfolio against
the categories of benefits reportable to Ofgem and our stakeholders. Typical categories of benefits assessed include:
-- Improved cost performance, relating to:
-- Network capacity & optimised utilisation;
-- Asset life cycle management;
-- Vegetation management; and
-- Customer connections.
•• Reduced network losses;
•• Improved network reliability, i.e. reduced number of customer interruptions and reduced customer minutes lost;
•• Improved environmental impact, including reduced emissions (not associated with losses) and oil leakage;
•• Operating an ever safer network, including reducing the likelihood of safety incidents for our employees
and the public; and
•• Provide improved service at similar cost, such as reduced time-to-connect and improved
customer satisfaction.
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Business fit:
•• Alignment with corporate priorities – our corporate vision and strategy, as well as our corporate risk log
provide clear focus and direction throughout UK Power Networks and is a direct input into our innovation
priorities. For example, does this innovation activity support our transition to a DSO?;
•• Urgency of the need – does the solution address a present need, or pressing need. We rank this on scale
based on both timing and criticality; and
•• How benefits are accrued – In broad terms, we consider the balance of our innovation benefits as they
accrue through reducing DNO costs, improving our customer service and incentive performance, and benefits
accruing directly to our customers e.g. reduced cost of connection.

Effort to make ready:
•• Maturity – we consider what the technology readiness level (TRL) of a solution is likely to be at the
completion of a project and thus the level of development required before the solution delivers benefits.
We seek an innovation portfolio that has a robust set of high TRL solutions that we are confident will deliver
benefits while not excluding lower TRL activities that form the groundwork for more-fundamental, furtherreaching innovation; and
•• Solution complexity – innovative solutions can be incremental, natural improvements to existing processes,
or more radical changes that introduce new, complex solutions to unlock greater benefit. We recognise that
these types of solution have different effort, risk, and potential reward profiles and so should be considered in
the balance of our portfolio.

6.3.2 Further categorisation
The above three principles provide the foundation of the framework we use to compare and approve our
prioritised innovation activities. However, there are other ways of categorising our innovation portfolio that whilst
they would not in themselves change an approval or a prioritisation decision, can also be useful in directing our
thinking and our search for new innovation opportunities.
The two other categorisations that we apply to our portfolio are:
•• By functional description of the business activity involved in innovation; and
•• By Ofgem’s set of innovation outputs for DNOs under the RIIO-ED1 framework.
The first allows us to assess what balance of techniques we are applying in our innovation portfolio, where good
returns on innovation are being found, and where opportunities for more activity may lie. The second allows us
to assess the balance of effort across the regulatory view of outputs.

6.3.2.1 Categorisation by function
We categorise our innovation activities against the following functional areas:
•• Solutions that improve our operational management of the network, including asset risk and our fault
response performance;
•• Solutions that improve our understanding and controllability of our 11kV and LV networks which are currently
the least visible to us in real-time;
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•• Technical solutions that release capacity in our networks – where commercial buildings and renewables
connect and where we interface with the transmission network;
•• Commercial solutions and products that will improve access for customers to our network, enable costeffective network investments, and the uptake of new technologies;
•• Solutions that monitor, manage, and/or lower our asset condition risks – this includes strategic monitoring,
data, and modelling techniques that improve our understanding of asset condition as well as innovative
approaches to inspection, maintenance, and refurbishment;
•• Solutions that interact with our industrial and commercial demand and generation customers, improving the
service we provide and coordinating behaviours and flexibility services to mutual benefit; and
•• Solutions that interact with our residential and SME customers, improving the service we provide and
managing consumer demand to mutual benefit.

6.3.2.2 Categorisation by RIIO-ED1 output
These themes encompass the main RIIO-ED1 outputs, which incentivise us to deliver value for customers.
The outputs are:
•• Safety – maintaining a DNO industry-leading safety performance, with respect to both our employees and
members of the public;
•• Capital efficiency – replacing, upgrading, or refurbishing equipment at the right time: not so early that it risks
creating unused capacity nor too late so that it starts to be detrimental to service;
•• Reliability and availability – reducing the likelihood of supply interruptions and restoring supply to as many
customers as we can, as fast as we can;
•• Operational efficiency – carrying out essential supply restoration activities and essential maintenance (such
as cutting trees away from our overhead electricity lines) as cost-efficiently as possible. Meanwhile, running
best-in-class support functions, such as information technology and customer call centre;
•• Connections – facilitating cost-effective, timely connections to the network;
•• Driving sustainable networks – supporting the government target to convert more of the UK’s generating
fleet to renewable sources e.g. solar and wind, achieving the benefits of electricity storage, and enabling
domestic customers to generate their own electricity;
•• Customer satisfaction – exceeding customer expectations, whether in the event of an outage or as we carry
out planned work to connect a customer or alter their connection;
•• Environment – minimising the impact of our operations on the environment, both from our equipment and
our activities (such as driving to site); and
•• Social obligations – playing our part in the areas that matter to our stakeholders, such as caring for vulnerable
customers and the fuel poor.
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6.4 Funding Innovation
Both UK Power Networks, and our regulator Ofgem, recognise that innovation has a different risk/reward
balance compared to the rest of our activities and is not always best conducted through our primary allowance
mechanisms. This is the basis for funding mechanisms such as the Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) and
Network Innovation Competition (NIC) which reflect the innovation risk and reward balance by sharing up-front
costs with customers but providing for industry-wide sharing of benefits and intellectual property arising from
innovation as well as setting out additional protections and governance.
For all of our innovation activities, we work to ensure that the most appropriate source of funding is sought,
including innovation mechanisms, price control allowances, and direct funding from our shareholders.
NIC – Network Innovation Competition – As part of the RIIO price controls Ofgem introduced the Electricity
Network Innovation Competition (NIC).
The Electricity NIC is an annual opportunity for electricity network companies to compete for funding for the
development and demonstration of new technologies, operating and commercial arrangements. Funding is
provided for the best innovation projects which help all network operators understand what they need to do
to provide environmental benefits, cost reductions and security of supply as Great Britain (GB) moves to a low
carbon economy. Up to £81 million per annum is available through the Electricity NIC.
NIA – Network Innovation Allowance – As part of the RIIO price controls Ofgem have introduced the Network
Innovation Allowance (NIA). The NIA is a set allowance each RIIO network licensee receives as part of their price
control allowance.
The NIA provides limited funding to RIIO network licensees to use for two purposes:
•• To fund smaller technical, commercial, or operational projects directly related to the licensees network that
have the potential to deliver financial benefits to the licensee and its customers; and/or
•• Funding the preparation of submissions to the Network Innovation Competition (NIC) which meet the criteria
set out in the NIC Governance Document.
We also source funding of innovation projects thought a number of other mechanisms including:
•• EU Research and innovation funding – 7th Framework Programme;
•• EU Research and innovation funding – Horizon 2020;
•• Innovate UK; and
•• Major Connection customer funded.
Finally, through our connections teams we innovate to ensure we deliver lowest cost, effective access to our
network, and will offer customers innovative connection options where appropriate and where it saves our
customers time and money to connect.
In all cases, innovation must be focused on delivering value to our network customers, either through
performance gains that recoup costs within a short time period, or long term savings recouped through
savings built into our business plan in future price control periods.
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We are conscious of our responsibility to utilise this funding from customers and shareholders with due care,
which reinforces the requirement for the governance we have in place to assess, structure and deliver projects
that will bring benefits to customers.

6.5 Governance
6.5.1 Governance Principles
The following governance principles are established for the delivery of innovation projects within UK Power
Networks. The individual project structure set for each project within the innovation portfolio will comply with
these principles to enable the effective and efficient delivery of projects.
All innovation activities must be compliant with the relevant internal and external standards:
•• All innovation projects will comply with the policies and procedures set by the innovation team;
•• UK Power Networks innovation policies will ensure compliance with the letter and spirit of all relevant funding
governance documents;
•• Innovation activities will comply with all relevant internal policy documents, including business procedures and
technical standards, unless executive approval is obtained to trial new techniques; and
•• Innovation policies and procedures have been developed using the expertise in the central innovation team,
reviewed internally, and approved by the Head of Innovation and the Director of Safety, Strategy, and
Support Services.
All innovation activities will be governed by good project management practice:
•• Innovation policies and procedures have been developed according to the principles set out in the
PRINCE2 methodology;
•• All projects will have an approved plan, budget, and set of deliverables against which status will be assessed
throughout its lifetime;
•• Projects will be tracked periodically by providing reports on project status, spend, escalation of risk, issues and
changes to the right level within the organisation;
•• Roles and responsibilities for the delivery, management and control of projects will be clearly defined before
projects are initiated or registered. This includes an appointed project lead, project sponsor, and innovation
project officer (where not delivered by the innovation team). This remains true for projects delivered
collaboratively with other DNOs and/or suppliers;
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Figure 3 Project Governance Structure

NIA and low value project

NIC and large value/complex projects

Project Manager
Innovation Lead
Portfolio Lead
Support functions as required

Design
Authority

Steering
group board

Project Manager
Project
board

Partners Forum

Level 3

Project Manager
Project
progress
update

Key:
Project governance

Workstream Manager
Team members
Partner representatives
Supplier representatives

Attendees (chair in bold)

Project Sponsor
Project Manager
Portfolio Lead
UKPN internal users
Other project team member as required

All Workstream Managers
Project Partners
Technical Board

Workstream Manager
Workstream
progress
meeting

Team members
Project representatives
Supplier representatives

Stakeholder forums (meeting frequency as defined in project handbook)

•• Figure 3 outlines the typical governance structures applied to our innovation projects, though not all projects
are identical in shape or scale;
•• An innovation steering group, chaired by the Head of Innovation, maintains overall responsibility for the
governance and approval of projects; and
•• Project learning and dissemination will be shared with other DNOs and external stakeholders as part of our
learning dissemination
Innovation activities must maintain focus on achieving value throughout delivery lifecycle:
•• Projects must demonstrate a clear value proposition, supported by relevant and realistic information that
provides a reliable basis for committing resources. All research, development, or demonstration projects must
explicitly set out how they will test and/or progress the maturity of the solution;
•• Projects are assessed and prioritised in accordance to UK Power Networks’ needs and are aligned to the
innovation and overall corporate vision;
•• This value proposition will be reviewed in light of the evidence produced by the project at agreed stages
of the project;
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Project board
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Project Manager
Innovation Lead
Portfolio Lead
Subject matter expert

Weekly
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Steering
group board

Level 2

Head of Innovation

•• Individual business units will be responsible for providing the necessary level of expertise to assess project
viability and will play an important part to influence the innovation agenda by feeding new project ideas in
accordance to the business needs and changes in priorities set by the business;
•• Projects will be closed when they are no longer justified as part of the organisation’s portfolio (in line with any
governance requirements imposed by the funding mechanism); and
•• Projects must track lessons learnt when they are successful and particularly when they are not, and
communicate those lessons across all stakeholders.

6.6 Innovation delivery lifecycle
The delivery lifecycle of innovation projects is managed by a gate approval procedure. The proposal will pass
through three gates (A, B and C) in order to begin delivery of trial or deployment. At each stage our prioritisation
framework described in section 6.3 will be used to review projects. Any idea not prioritised will be retained on
our innovation idea register in case later changes in the solution or need materialise.

Gate

A

B

C

D

E

Strategy

Concept

Feasibility

Implementation

Project
closure

Investment
closure

Looking forward

Project proposal

Design & build

Handover to BAU

Testing

Disseminate &
share learning

Investment case

01100
10101
11100

Roadmap
planning

Project selection &
priorisation

• Brainstorm to feed
project pipeline
with projects that
are aligned to
strategy
• Review innovation
strategy with
lessons from
previous projects

• High level project
mandate (incl. costs
& risks)
• Innovation project
registration
• Gate A review slide
(decision to pursue
to next gate)
• Priorisation matrix
(idea selection)

Cost benefit analysis
• Outline investment
case
• Cost benefit
analysis options
(CBA)
• Subject matter
experts input and
approval
• Gate B review slide
(decision to pursue
to next gate)
• NIC initial screening
proposal

Monitor & control
• Detail investment
case
• Detail cost benefit
analysis of preferred
option (CBA)
• Gate C review slide
(decision to pursue
to next gate)
• NIA project
registration
• NIC fiull submission
• Monthly progress
updates (including
budget, scope,
quality and risks)

Benefit realisation

Project closure

Learn and refine

• Closedown report
(incl. financial
closedown)
• BAU
implementation
plan
• Benefits tracking
plan
• Lessons learned
review and
dissemination
• Gate D review slide
(decision to pursue
to next gate)

• Project
decommissioning
• Benefit relaisation
analysis
• Lessons learned
review
• Innovation strategy
and project success
factors reviewed
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•• Gate A (concept approval) – this is the earliest level of development, where any project idea is formally
added to the innovation portfolio. The principles of how the solution would work, the need it addresses,
and how it will add value should be clearly identified at this stage. Any ideas will be cross referenced and
prioritised in accordance with section 6.3 above.
	Gate A approval represents UK Power Networks’ commitment of time and support to develop a detailed cost
benefit analysis and to scope out the work required to further develop the solution – typically through an
innovation project of some type.
•• Gate B (feasibility study) – this stage represents the development of the detailed opportunity and cost
benefit analysis. An investment case will be developed to understand how the solution works, how it will be
incorporated into a DNO’s business operations, and the return on innovation investment should be reasonably
well articulated at this stage.
	Gate B approval represents intent to pursue detailed design, procurement, and developing the commercial
agreements with the intent to commit effort towards a relevant innovation project.
•• Gate C (project implementation) – this stage represents a fully approved opportunity assessment, cost
benefit analysis, innovation project scope, and agreed commitment of funding, resources, and/or contracts
to deliver an innovation project to develop the solution.
Gate C approval represents the commitment of the company to proceed with the development and
implementation of the project. The project will be reviewed periodically, to ensure the objectives and benefits
set for the project are still on track.
•• Gate D (project closure) – this stage is to confirm that the required outputs of the project have been
delivered in line with the investment case approved for the project. Project closure will be formally approved
and any ongoing responsibilities will be handed over to business as usual. Project outcomes and learning will
be made available to other DNOs and interested stakeholders –(note: project learning is shared at various
stages before gate D also) Approved benefit monitoring arrangements will be established.
•• Gate E (investment closure) – this stage tracks and reviews the benefits achieved by the project which will
help the business to report, learn and re-tune future projects ideas to be considered.
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7. Transitioning Innovation into
Business As Usual (BAU)
Our innovation projects will deliver quantifiable benefits if we embed the new knowledge into our BAU practices
to improve the way we work and serve our customers. The integration of innovation sponsors at a senior level
within the directorates in the company is an important part of this process. Their senior roles allow them to be
fully aware of the working practices and day-to-day challenges; therefore, they are best placed to drive the
company through change.
To assist the transition to BAU of our innovation demonstrators, we have established the Smart Grid
Development Team within our Asset Management function, launched at the start of the current regulatory
period. This team supports the successful transfer of innovation into BAU by defining business change processes,
setting clear development strategies, and agreeing the new business capabilities and skills from within. Crucially,
this team highlights UK Power Networks’ commitment to innovation, smart grids and leads our strategic focus on
the transition from DNO to DSO. We recognise that these ‘future networks’ are already here, and that continued
change and improvement is required to improve our service to customers and support the transition to a low
carbon economy.
We have developed a systematic approach that is integrated into our company policies and procedures.
This includes management oversight through project sponsorship and tracking mechanisms to ensure closedloop governance. These governance mechanisms ensure that network innovation project outputs are consistently
embedded into BAU solutions and become part of our toolkit for planning and operational activities at all stages
in the asset life cycle.
Delivering these new solutions into BAU requires cross-company collaboration, so the central Innovation
Team, the innovation sponsors within the business, and the Smart Grid Development Team coordinate closely
together to promote a culture of innovation across all teams including Asset Management, Connections,
Network Operations and Control, Strategy and Regulation, Innovation, Business Planning, Information
Systems and Finance.
An important requirement at this stage is to adapt the knowledge and skills to deliver the outcomes of
demonstration projects and make solutions suitable for deployment at scale.
The flowchart (overleaf) outlines the key principles and stages of activity we undertake to ensure maximum
successful transfer rate of innovative solutions into BAU. Most importantly, this process concludes with
maintaining good tracking and reporting of the volumes, costs, and benefits of the solutions deployed
within the business.
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Transition to BAU flowchart

Scope
•• Define projects &
trails to fully test for
solution for BAU

Deliver

Closedown

Transition

•• Maintain review and
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business stakeholders
throughout delivery

•• Rigorously test results
against success criteria

•• Allocate roles, responsibilities,
accountabilities

•• Define all activities
required to achieve
BAU adoption

•• Approve all policies, standards,
& business processes

•• Go/no-go decision

•• Maintain ‘supported’ adoption
as far as required

NO
Re-register on idea log, maintain
watching brief on opportunity.
More development to be done
to prepare solution.

Should
we transfer
to BAU?

YES

BAU

Monitoring of business benefits throughout the project lifecycle and beyond project completion to the end of
RIIO-ED1 will better help UK Power Networks demonstrate true integration of the innovation projects outputs
into BAU, and further allow senior management to track and manage the BAU adoption and deployment of the
outputs above the reinforcement solutions currently deployed.
The Project Management office embedded within the central innovation team will track, monitor and report on
outputs and benefit tracking on a six-monthly cycle.
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8. Benefit realisation
To be sure we are delivering value for money to our customers and wider stakeholders we work to continuously
track and demonstrate the benefits of our efforts. We apply best practice processes consistently to identify, track,
and manage benefits across our portfolio.
The following key principles guide our approach and efforts in measuring innovation performance. Adhering to
these principles is essential to delivering benefits from innovation and ensuring that our innovation resources
are allocated responsibly.
Across our portfolio we are committed to ensuring innovation delivers value to our customers and our business.
In order to maintain this focus in selecting and delivering our innovation portfolio, and in order to track actual
performance once solutions are deployed into business as usual, we have established a comprehensive benefits
assessment and reporting framework.
To date innovation and smart grid expertise at UK Power Networks has enabled us to build into our RIIO-ED1
Business Plan over £141 million of savings to our customers, directly reducing our distribution charges. This
represents a net payback to customers of all our innovation work.
Measuring our current performance against the above target, we are pleased to be able to report in the first
year of the RIIO-ED1 period a performance of nearly £80 million of benefits delivered through innovative
solution deployments.
You can read more about these solutions and our year one performance here in our public Environment and
Innovation Report.

8.1 Our innovation performance
Whilst the benefits achieved by deploying innovative solutions is the first measure of our innovation success, the
performance of the innovation function at UK Power Networks is also measured in a number of other ways.
Firstly, we score ourselves on the quality of our delivery and follow through. For each innovation idea that
we decide to proceed with in the form of an innovation project, we are committed to tracking the delivery of
milestones, outputs, and the benefits delivered by the solution on a regular basis. The progress on the delivery
of these key project aspects is then reported to the whole of the innovation team, our business and the senior
management team but also to our regulator, Ofgem, other DNOs and the public on different occasions. You can
find more detail on how we deliver innovation projects in Section 6.4 of this document.
Secondly, we regularly seek feedback from our stakeholders and quantify levels of engagement and satisfaction.
This includes internal and external stakeholders, innovation suppliers and partners, network customers, internal
business customers, the regulator and government. Informal feedback, formal recognition and awards as well as
quantified survey results are used to understand the quality of the service that innovation provides. You can find
more detail on who our stakeholders are and how we engage with them in Section 9 of this document.
Finally, we look at the volume of innovative solutions developed for use in UK Power Networks business as a
measure of our innovation scale and ambition. We also look at the success rate of awarded innovation funding
and innovative solutions investigated compared to the number of innovative solutions as a measure of our
effectiveness in choosing innovation solutions to pursue. As discussed, innovation by its nature carries risk and
thus will always have an attrition rate. But through applying rigour at all stages of the innovation cycle and by
focusing on business and market awareness, quality CBAs, and capturing lessons learnt from previous
innovation we can maximise the effectiveness of this Innovation Strategy.
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8.2 Principles of analysing benefits
Benefit analysis of innovation must:
•• Be performed at all stages of a solution lifecycle:
-- To justify initial investigation efforts;
-- To justify investment/deployment at scale once trialled;
-- As ongoing tracking and reporting of performance once deployed; and
-- Where benefits are not or will not be realised, the decision may be made to stop a project prematurely in
cases.
•• Quantify benefits in a systematic, comprehensive framework:
-- As the difference between deploying the solution and ‘what would likely have happened if not for the
solution’ (the counter-factual);
-- As far as possible all types of benefits should be monetised to allow equivalent comparisons. However, not
all benefits are immediately financial. All solutions must be demonstrably in the interest of our customers;
and
-- That considers the time value of money and present benefits in net present value terms.
•• Include thorough, quantified understanding of the solution feasibility and thus the scale of the opportunity.
Under these guiding principles, the benefits assessment framework we have developed meets the needs
of the innovation prioritisation process outlined in this strategy, our business priorities, and the Ofgem innovative
solutions reporting requirements. The Ofgem CBA is used throughout, without any changes being made to
the template.
We hold ourselves to the highest, international standard for quality and rigour in our assessment of performance.
Our innovation benefits tracking framework has been endorsed by Navigant Consulting, as meeting the
standards set out in the EPRI Smart Grids Assessment Guide.
In order to maintain a clear understanding of performance and opportunity, we analyse benefits in a range
of deployment scenarios, considering:
•• Individual schemes;
•• Trial-scale deployments;
•• Deployment across UK Power Networks’ networks;
•• Deployment at a national scale; and
•• A range of relevant market and business scenarios.
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9. Stakeholder engagement
We recognise that engaging with internal and external stakeholders is key to the success of innovation projects
and is a central element of our innovation strategy. We are committed to apply best practices of stakeholder
engagement at all levels: when shaping our innovation strategy, assessing and reviewing our innovation
portfolio, when scoping a project and finally over the lifetime of the project.

9.1 Why we engage
To achieve our vision, we actively engage with relevant stakeholders across the business and beyond in order
to meet three key objectives:
1. Generate new ideas
2. Collaborate with partners and across the business
3. Communicate our ideas and achievements
By meeting these objectives, we ensure that we deliver key benefits to individual projects, to the business and
the wider industry, and ultimately to our customers.
Objective

Benefits

Generate new ideas

•• Be the most innovative, embedding the latest views from the industry
and beyond
•• Support the delivery of the RIIO-ED1 commitments, and therefore the
achievement of customer benefits
•• Ensure the most promising ideas are explored to improve
business practices

Collaborate with partners
and across the business

•• Ensure the right people are involved in our innovation projects and
activities, either directly or indirectly
•• Reach out to other DNOs to reduce duplication and
maximise opportunities
•• Ensure innovation projects deliver the highest value in the most
effective way
•• Ensure prompt implementation of successful projects into
business as usual

Communicate our ideas
and achievements

•• Be recognised as the most innovative DNO
•• Share learnings within the business, with other DNOs and the wider
industry to maximise the value for society
•• Support the delivery of the RIIO-ED1 commitments, and therefore the
achievement of customer benefits
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9.2 How we engage
Depending on the interest and the influence of each stakeholder, we deploy three key approaches: ‘keep them
informed’, ‘consult them’ and ‘work in collaboration’.
A:

Inform:
 eep them informed on innovation activities and progress – We maintain effective communication
K
with key stakeholders at both project and programme levels through regular meetings, team briefs,
newsletters, working groups, technical boards and external events. UK Power Networks Partners with the
Energy innovation Centre to help maintain key stakeholders informed of our activities and focus areas
for innovation.

	Communicate project outcomes and disseminate lessons learnt – We are also committed to disseminate
key findings and lessons learnt from individual projects to the relevant groups of interest using different
channels in order to ensure a broad outreach. For example, we report project outcomes at internal team
briefs, we present at the relevant working groups or in front of technical boards to inform their decisions
and we ensure we contribute to several external events across the year, most recent examples of such
successful events are the Smarter network storage event held in December 2016, and the Flexible Urban
Networks LV dissemination events. Depending on the type and the scale of a project, we also arrange
external events and webinars to disseminate project learnings either across the project when key phases
are completed or at the end of project. Each innovation project has an outcome dissemination requirement
set at the governance stage to ensure a culture of open communication and learning is embraced.
B:

Consult

	Consulting with our customers, with government, the regulator, with other network operators and with
subject matter experts (ranging from internal stakeholders to other businesses, aggregators and academia)
is fundamental at different stages: when scoping a new project, during the project delivery and beyond the
project lifetime to reassess the realised benefits and support its implementation into business as usual as
required. At project level we set up steering groups with the identified key stakeholders in order to capture
their recommendations and inform project decisions. At programme level we subscribe to several industry
policy groups, including Ofgem and ENA working groups and Distribution Code and Grid Code panels.
	We also consult with key stakeholders to check that our innovation strategy is fit for purpose or to gather
recommendations on how to reshape it based on the most recent changes in the industry. Finally, the
consultation process is key to compiling this strategy, generate new ideas and ensure that the latest and
most promising innovations are explored to improve the way we operate the network and serve our
customers. We proactively engage with technology developers, innovation networks, aggregators and
universities, but we are also interested to hear directly from potential partners about new technologies
or practices. Please refer to Section 6.2 to find out more on how we source new ideas and how to
connect with us.
C:

Collaborate

	Ultimately, delivering innovation for us means collaboration. A collaborative approach is at the heart of
everything we do, whether a project is delivered in conjunction with internal stakeholders, third parties or
by working in partnerships with other organisations. This ensures that the right people and the required
skillset are identified and recruited in each project, delivering the highest value in a cost-effective way.
Please refer to Section 6.2.1 to find out how to get in touch with us to scope a new project or explore a
new partnership.
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9.3 Who we engage
Given the diversity of our identified stakeholders, we recognise that one engagement approach does not work
for everyone. We therefore identify and profile our stakeholders according to their interests, influences and
attitudes in order to define the best engagement approach to adopt with individual stakeholders or the different
groups of interest. This is also conducted at a project level due to the diversity of the innovation portfolio.
The stakeholders are then registered on a database by interest and by type of organisation. We maintain our
stakeholder register on a regular basis as we recognise a dynamic approach is required to reflect the evolving
nature of innovation and the continuous changes in the industry and policy framework.
We distinguish between primary stakeholders for the individual innovation projects (‘business sponsors’,
‘users’ and ‘suppliers’1) and wider stakeholders, both internal and external to the business, that contribute
to the innovation process. The following charts provide a non-exhaustive mapping of our key internal and
external stakeholders.

Key internal stakeholders

GIS

BP

Strat &
Arch

IS Deliver

IS Ops

CN

Com.
Services
DG

Strategy &
Regulation

Reg

Outage
Planning

H&S
IS
Health &
Safety

Service
Delivery

UPN
Ops &
Control

Connections
Projects

Net Ops

Major
Connection

INNOVATION
CEO

Innov &
Tech

HR
Dist.
Planning

Customer
Service

Asset
Management

EPN

Sourcing &
Standards
Infra
Planning

Network
Risk & ??

Asset
Strategy

Smart
Grids

Customer
Change
Marketing
Comms

Public
Affairs

Customer
Service

Logistics

SPN

1 We adopt the PRINCE2 definition of ‘Primary stakeholders’.
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Key external stakeholders

TECH
DEVELOPERS
NETWORKS
UNIVERSITIES
TRADITIONAL
SUPPLIERS
OTHER
ORGANISATIONS

INNOVATION

CUSTOMERS

STARTUPS

CONSULTANCIES
TRADE
ASSOCIATIONS
GOVERNMENT
CATAPULTS
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9.4 Roles and engagement mediums
Engaging with our stakeholders is an overarching activity that involves all team functions, from the senior
management team, project managers, PMO and communications team. This also includes the subject matter
experts that contribute to innovation from other business units.
The chart below provides an overview of the channels through which we generate new ideas, collaborate
and communicate with our stakeholders, and eventually disseminate achievements and learnings.
Stakeholder engagement is a continuously evolving picture; effectively, our stakeholder engagement
mechanisms are continuously refined as we identify new and better channels to communicate and work
with our internal and external stakeholders.
Generate ideas

• Internal team briefs

• Industry conferences & exhibitions
• Critical Friends panel

• Partnerships

• Technical boards

• Engage with:

• Ciritical Friends panels

• Industry policy groups, e.g.

– S uppliers (e.g. technology
developers, start-ups)
Innovation
managers

– Innovation networks &
aggregators (e.g. Innovate UK,
Catapults, IET)
–U
 niversities & research centres
–G
 overnment and local authorities

Project managers &
project team

Communicate & disseminate

• Procurement and collaboration
agreements

• Calls for innovation

Head of innovation

Collaborate

• Internal subject matter experts &
wider business
–M
 embership to Power Network
Demonstration Centre and Energy
Innovation Centre
• Facilitating engagement and
connecting

Comms team

• Bilateral collaboration with internal
subject matter experts, e.g.
– Asset management
– Network ops
– Connections
• Work with other business
functions, e.g.

• Newsletters

– ENA
– Ofgem
– Distribution Code and Grid Code
panels
– Conferences and external
workshop (e.g. LCNI, Utility Week)
• Critical Friends panels

– Procurement

• Webinars

– Legal

• Reports and publications

– Press office

• DNOs/National Grid

– Customer service
• Across the business:

• Media engagement

– Press office

• Award applications

– Stakeholder engagement team
– IS (e.g. digital team)

• Social media (e.g. Yammer, Twitter,
LinkedIn)

– UKPN Services

• Case studies
• Political stakeholders

• Work with business functions
(e.g. finance, procurement)
& project partners to ensure
successful delivery

• NIA Annual Summary report

• Engage with suppliers (e.g.
technology developers, start-ups)

• Bilateral collaboration with
innovation team

• Bilateral dissemination with
innovation team

• Feedback from main business
teams

• Work with other business
functions (e.g. procurement, legal)

• Internal team briefs

• Industry conferences & exhbitions

• Partnerships

PMO

Business subject
matter experts

• Working groups and technical
boards
• Conferences and workshops
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10.	Examples of delivered
customer benefit
10.1 Demand side response (DSR) case study
In London, factors such as high load and customer density; higher than typical cost of conventional
reinforcement; and higher levels of interconnection make a strong case for implementing DSR programmes as a
cost-effective alternative to load-related reinforcement. For all these reasons, UK Power Networks made DSR a
core part of the Low Carbon London smart grid demonstration project as far back as 2011 at the very start of the
LCNF Tier 2 awarded funding.
DSR services can take any number of forms and functions, from autonomous dispatch of back-up generation
units and which temporarily serve the local demand in the building in which they are installed, to commercially
contracted demand reductions called upon manually by network control engineers and carried out by the
facilities manager on the customer site. Residential, small & medium enterprise (SME), and industrial &
commercial (I&C) customers all provide unique opportunities as well as unique requirements in order to develop
mutually beneficial DSR arrangements. UK Power Networks set out in Low Carbon London to understand through
demonstration a full range of these opportunities.
These trials operated from 2011 to 2014 and achieved:
•• Contracts with demand aggregators at scale, supplying a portfolio of I&C DSR building turn-down and
responsive generation services;
•• Active network management systems to monitor and control the output of generators embedded in the
distribution network,
•• Deployment of smart meters and time varying electricity tariffs to test the responsiveness of residential and
SME demand; and
•• Exploring the opportunities for and effectiveness of electric vehicles providing DSR services – including
commercial and technical solutions.
Whilst all of these trials delivered valuable learning for us and the wider industry, aggregated I&C DSR services
have transitioned into the business and delivered material savings for customers. The project conducted these
trials by contracting DSR in a series of phases covering summer and winter peak demand seasons. These
contracts required the demand aggregator to provide a set quantity of demand (MW) when called upon and to
make that demand available for dispatch throughout the defined trial phase.
Our innovation programme gave us the confidence to roll out a DSR strategy to all three of our networks,
building £43.4 million of savings into our RIIO-ED1 plan through the use of DSR. This has directly reduced the
cost of our service to customers.
Our DSR demonstrator and RIIO-ED1 programme in numbers:
•• Programmes run across five primary substations;
•• High point of 15.8 MW of DSR flexibility made available at one time, through seven provider sites;
•• Over 115 MW of potential DSR available from c.90 prospective participants;
•• Included DSR delivered through standby generation output as well as building turn down;
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•• Up to 109.1 MWh of responsive demand utilised per trial phase; and
•• The first of our RIIO-ED1 programmes successfully launched in the first year of the period,
deferring a £1.2 million reinforcement project.

10.2 Automated Power Restoration System Case Study
In 2015, we launched the Automated Power Restoration System (APRS). This virtual model of the electricity
network – a module built into the PowerOn Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) – allows the
control system to autonomously restore electricity supply in a range of outage scenarios to the high voltage
network. UK Power Networks is the first electricity distribution company worldwide to implement this type
of software solution.
Our software autonomously calculates the restoration actions required and ‘decides’ on a best course of action
before executing it by remotely operating an optimised switching schedule. The application intelligently checks
both safety and the network power flow implications of a response before acting. It is activated whenever a
circuit breaker operates on a managed area of the network and uses a range of remote monitoring devices, fault
indicators, and controllable switching points on the network to isolate and restore the power supply.
This APRS software allows restoration of electricity supplies much quicker than if a control engineer had to
manually analyse the state of the network and determine an optimised solution. Indeed, the APRS operates so
quickly that in most cases where it is activated, the only outage experienced by customers is so brief that they
were back on supply before the outage had been reported. This is an example of a truly smart grid delivering
increased network availability for our customers.
In the first year of its introduction (2015/16) it was deployed on 1,145 areas of network in our LPN region and
we have since started rolling it out to networks in our EPN and SPN regions. To put the improvement released by
APRS into context, in the first year alone it delivered the majority of a 10% network-wide reduction in Customer
Interruptions (CIs). In the first year of use, APRS delivered the majority of a 10%, network-wide reduction in CIs.

10.3 Flexible Distributed Generation connections case study
Our Flexible Plug and Play (FPP) innovation project, which ran from 2012 to 2014, was initiated in response
to the increasing development of distributed generation (DG) projects and connection requests across our EPN
and SPN distribution networks. The rapid increase in DG in these networks has driven network constraints due
to thermal, voltage and power flow limit exceedance. Until the commencement of the project, each customer
requesting to connect in a constrained section of the network, was offered a traditional reinforcement-based
design that connects them on a firm basis to a further part of the network, sometimes exceeding 10km of
a new line, at significant cost. However, by trialling and implementing innovative solutions, FPP combined
technical, active network management solutions and innovative commercial agreements so that we were able
to offer customers more affordable connections that would connect them to their closest point of connection,
on an interruptible basis.
Following the successful trials and completion of the FPP project, this solution was deployed to our main
business connection teams. Flexible Distributed Generation (FDG) connections, as we call them now, are a
cutting-edge service that connects DG power sources, particularly, wind or solar, to constrained areas of the
network. It delivers cheaper and faster connections, and enables those previously non-viable schemes to
become feasible.
We have reduced distributed generation connection costs by over £66m in 2015/16
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11. Conclusion
To be best-performing DNO group in the United Kingdom between 2015/16 and 2018/19, we need to be
great innovators. Our continual challenge is to find and develop the best ideas, cultivate a portfolio of successful
innovation projects, transfer innovations into business as usual as quickly as possible, and accurately measure
the benefits.
Successful innovation depends on more than just ambition and creativity. It also requires structure and discipline,
to ensure that our efforts deliver the best possible value for our customers and a culture where every one of
our employees is empowered to innovate. That is why we have refreshed our strategy to set out the principles,
processes, and governance that we believe will lead to great innovation.
Innovation does not happen in a bubble, and that is why it is so important to recognise the role of collaborating
with third parties. We embrace good ideas, regardless of who or where they come from. Whether you are a
start-up working from a garage, or a multi-national engineering company, we want to work with you to develop
your innovation into a real project on our network. We hope that this document helps you understand our most
pressing challenges, and how you can support us on our journey to be the most innovative DNO.
Innovating must become business as usual. We already self-fund many innovation activities, such as our entire
Smart Grids Development Team. Alongside our commitments to spend our full NIA and to participate in the NIC,
we increasingly aim to fund innovation projects from varied sources, including from our shareholders.
Looking forward, we are confident the low carbon transition will continue – although we cannot be certain
exactly how it will unfold. We need to remain agile as our customers’ needs and expectations evolve. Disruptive
and rapid changes will catch many off guard, although by innovating alongside the disruptors, we prepare
ourselves for the challenges and opportunities that are ahead. By continuously listening to our customers and
collaborating with our peers, we can proactively develop the solutions to the problems of today and tomorrow.
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